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ttenry David Thoreau and Thomas Merton:
The Transformation of Individual Experience
into Universal Myth
by Ted Henken
There is no such thing a pure objecril•e ob ervalion. Your observation. to be interesting. i.e. to be significant, must be subjecti1·e. 1
Henry David Thoreau, born in Concord. Massachuseus. in 1817, by his estimate, "just in the nick of
time," is known the world over for his masterpiece. Walden, a personal account of his own life while he lived on
the s hores of Walden pond. Though it is still widely read and taught today, Walden occupies a bit of an
ambivalent place in the canon of American literature. This ambivalence arises from the fact lhat this book is
usually understood not as autobiography. as one might expect. but as a more complex presentation ofThoreau·s
natural, social, and political philosophy. If read as autobiography, though. Walden is a personal account o f
Thoreau's life. an account that becomes a more universal mylh when responded to by other American autobiographer\.
As Thoreau stands in the American mind today as a most important voice of the 19th century and.
arguably. as the representative conscience of that century. Thomas Merton, a writer. social critic. and Trappist
monk. born in 1915. stands in a simi lar position for the 20th century. Though born in France. I think he showed
first and very effectively in his autobiography. The Se1·en Storey M ountain. that he had been converted not only
to Catholicism but also (in lhe best Thorcauvian sense of the word) to a particularly American sensibility.
Realizing this connection between Thoreau and Merton, and that. in writing The Se1•e11 Storey Mountain, Merton
is responding to Thoreau \ Walden. T want to show that both men attempt, in their autobiographies. to go beyond the mere facts of their
Lives and create a more universal myth. It is also important to recognize that any autobiography. any story of a life. is to some extent a
creation. and that the value and validity of such a work doe not come
from its strict adherence to fact. Ultimately, it is these writers' departure from pure fact that give their works life and make them art.
The epigraph above embodies the hidden goal that bolh Thoreau and
Merton sought in writing about their very '"deliberate'· and solitary lives.
But. before we think that their deliberate attempt to live in sol itude and
celebrate solitude in their writings rejects the larger world. we must
remember that they both recognized the imperative of sharing the vision of their solitude with the world outside. Thoreau seems to speak
for both Merton and himself when he tells us on the opening page of
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Walden that he requires from all writers "a simple and sincere account of their own lives."2 With this recognition of a responsibility to the larger world, it is interesting that neither Thoreau 's Walden nor Merton 's Seven
Storey Mountain are, in the strict sense of the words, simple or sincere.
At first glance the simplicity of these writers' tasks seems evident. All they must do is tell the story
of their lives; write down what happened. Through further study, though, one becomes aware that there is
much more going on in these "accounts" than what Merton calls ''straight biography."' Thoreau admits and
even celebrates this fact in the epigraph where he stresses that it is actually the subjectivity of individual
experience that makes it significant. 4 Any account of history, then, cannot be totally objective. Though Merton
tries to elude this idea of a fictional construction by referring to his book as "straight biography," he is aware of
its subjectivity when he tells its publisher, "[The Seven Storey Mountain is] not pure autobiography ... I see a
cross between Dante's Purgatory, and Kafka, and a medieval miracle play." 5 The story these men tell of their
li ves is just that, a story. However "simple and sincere" or "straight" these men may want to convince us they
are, neither writer has the goal of objectivity.
Merton, from the very beginning of his book begins to construct the seven stories of his mountain so
he can take us with him on his journey. Thoreau, for his pait. bluntly says that he is condensing his two year,
two month stay at Walden Pond into one year to make it fit into the circular pattern of the seasons. These men
are artists, not historians. Their simplicity and sincerity lie not in the dry facts of their lives, but in each one's
indi vidual interpretation of those facts. Thoreau tells us in his journal that he is not interested in even the most
unusual fact in itself, but says that " [a fact is important] o nly as it may have lain in the experience of a human
being."6 Though Merton chooses a vertical construct with the seven stories of his redemption. and Thoreau a
circular one with the four seasons of his awaken ing (both chosen for very definite reasons), what is important
is not that these writers are sincere to the facts of their lives but sincere to their vision of these facts; to what
they see.
In order to investigate the full complexity of what each writer "sees" and how that vision is worked
out in his story, it is useful to realize the perspective from which each is writing. This is useful and important
because it is the particular perspective of the autobiographer that determines the life of hi s or her story. The
position that Thoreau is writing from is made clear at the end of the book's first paragraph. where he tells us. "at
present 1 am a sojourner in a civilized life again." 7 Merton, in utter contrast tell s us at the beginning of his story
that the " long journey" of his life " is now ended."8 Thoreau stands at the end of hi s retreat into the woods reentering society and in a sense taking the woods with him into the world. Merton , on the other hand. stands at
the beginning of his retreat "into the woods," leaving society and, in a parallel way. bringing the world with
him into the monastery.
We shouldn 't let this contrast b lind us to the fact that both men "see" and speak about their lives in
terms of a geographical journey. Merton builds a myth usi ng Dante's mountain of Purgatory. and Thoreau
builds a myth using Walden Pond. Merton and Thoreau do have different experiences of their different worlds.
but there is a parallel construction of myth alive in their stories. For them, myth functions as a narrati ve sto ry
that defines the meaning of life both for themselves and. throug h their autobiographies, for the reader. As
mentioned above. the importance of myth lies not in its validity but in its ability to provide meaning and
purpose to one's eitistence.9 Finally, these writers' mythic constructions come together because they both write
from a particular position attempting to give meaning and purpose to each one's "errand into the wilderness."
In looking further into Thoreau 's motivations at the time he began his ·'errand," we find that hi s
desire to be a sojourner, quoted above, stands in contrast to his des.ires before establishing residency at Walde n
Pond. Writing in his journal the winter before going to Walden, he sounds much like Merton retreating from
the world, ·•1 want to go soon and live away by the pond where I shall hear only the wind whi spering among the
reeds ... I don't want to feel as if my life were a sojourn any longer ... it is time now to begin to live.'"10 It is
fascinating that these men's conceptions of what it means to "live," stands in such contrast to what society sees
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as "Ji,ing:· Societ) seem~ to tell us that we must be active and deeply involved in the world to live. but these
men o nl y begin to li ve when they retreat from the "mass of men."' They both decided at a young age (Merton
at 26, Thoreau at 28) to end their journey in the world and begin to truly live.
The si milarity between Merton's climb for redemption and Thoreau's drive for awakening Jived out
in their respecti ve retreats is extended when we look at each man's particular language in describing and
mythologizing the life of solitude and inwardness. Robert D. Richardson in his book Henry Thoreau: A Life of
the Mind makes the insightful point that in tbe "inner landscape" of every educated American there is the ideal
of Henry David Thoreau and his deliberate and solitary experiment on the shores of Walden Pond. 11 In the face
of this fact lies the reality that this time in Thoreau's life was his most active and social. Thoreau even tells us
in the pages of Walden that he had more visitors then than during any other period in his life. Yet, bis language
and the utter honesty and audacity of his experiment still thrive in the American consciousness. Thoreau,
probably more than any other American writer, has the unique distinction of simul taneously bein g the most
honest about the self-creation of his myth, and having the most las ting and universal myth in the minds of
Americans.
There also exists in the life of Merton, as portrayed in Seven Storey Mountain, a fundamental, yet
desirable, divergence between the reality of his life and the myth of his story. Not that he had a malicious intent
to present a false image of his life to the world, on the contrary he presented his most "sincere" image. But, it
is still an image. We must remember that Thoreau celebrates the subjecti vity of observation and experience
forcing any significant piece of writing to be subjecti ve. Merton assumes thi s view of Seven Storey Mountain
many years after its publication. Responding to a request in 1967 for a short biographical sketch Lo p ubli sh
with hi s works, he gave a very satirical self-description inc luding this comment about The Seven Storey Mou111ai11. "Autobiography 1948 created a general hallucination followed by too many pious books, " 12 (my emphasis). From this quote it is easy to see that Merton. though he could not admit to myth-making at the time he
wrote his autobiography, eventually came to accept his own subjecti vity and even to regret it to an extent.
Thoreau is not as shy and doesn't wait as lo ng to show his subj ectivity. On the same page that he tells
us of hi s having left the pond to become a sojourner again, he tells us in the most simple yet memorable words
that,
When I wrote the followi ng pages, or rather the bulk of them, I li ved alone, in the
woods. a mile from any neighbor, in a house which I had built myself, on the shore
of Walden Pond, in Concord, M assachusetts. and earned my living by the labor of
my hands only. 11
As he admicted in Walden. and as subsequem research has shown, Thoreau " lived alone." yet had "solid seasons·· with many people. He was '"in the woods, a mile from any neighbor," but traveled into Concord a few
times each week (a mile was not far, even in the 19th century) and even took a few extended trips outside the
town and state. He even bought an intact frame for the house that he ''built himself," and worked ''by the labor
of his hands" only a small fraction of the year. l point out all these facts not to invalidate Thoreau's life in the
woods (all these facts are admitted and even meticulously detailed in Walden ), but to highlight the subjective
interpretation that he himself celebrated.
We see Merton's ~ubj ectivity just as easily and in an astonishingly similar language when, in The
Se1•e11 Storey Moumai11, he describes his reaction to reading about the Cistercians of the Strict Observance
(Trappists). before entering the monastery.
They worked with their hands si lently plo ugh ing and harrowing the earth . . . to
feed themselves ... They built their own houses and made, with their own hands,
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their own furniture and their own coarse clothing, and everything around them was
simple and primitive. 1'
In order to illustrate the power and truth of the Trappist life, Merton calls up almost exactly the same imagery
that Thoreau uses to celebrate Walden. We see images of labor, self-sufficiency. simplicity and general asceticism. And, though much of what he said of Trappist life was at that time very true, the reality was that things
were just beginning to change for the Trappists, and Merton if anything. helped to speed up those changes. By
the very writing and publication (under his secular name) of a book intended for the general Catholic audience.
Merton was breaking from usual Trappist practice. The idealized image presented above of the normal Trappist
(someone Merton has supposedly become) is ironically contradicted by Merton, the writer (someone he has
supposedly left behind).
The connection between subjectivity and myth may seem contradictory to some readers. Subjectivity, which is understood as an individual interpretation of experience and myth, which is understood as a
universal interpretation of experience seem opposed to one another. 15 But, when one considers these writers '
ambition of truly transforming and regenerating the world in which they live, it is evident that thei r subjective
(individual) observations have the goal of becoming "significant" or universal to the world around them. Their
subjective experience is intended to become a universal myth and this is to be achieved through the power of
their own imaginations.
Through their regeneration stories, Merton and Thoreau transform their solitary lives into a universal
myth , and at the same time, use this myth to reject the faithlessness of the world. Their myth takes on a lasting
reality when they move beyond simply the romantic celebration of "the woods," and take on the larger society,
thoroughly denouncing it and its definition of a good life. Thoreau, though he is continually accused of having
his head in the clouds, and, as even Whitman said, of ·'Jacking a love for the common people," had an acute
awareness of the condition of humanity in his own time. He knows that what he envisions for humanity will be
hard, if not impossible for most people to accept. This knowledge runs throughout Walden, from the first page
where Thoreau says, "I trust that none will stretch the seams in putting on the coat, for it may do good service
to him who it fits," 16 to the last with, "I do not say that John or Jonathan will realize all this." 17 His main goal,
though, is not to write an "ode to dejection," but to wake up the " mass of men [who] lead lives of quiet
desperation." 18
While Merton is also attempting to "wake his neighbors up," he is able to describe his connection
with common people in ways that Thoreau couldn' t. He is able to do this because he sees himself as having
"grown up in his stupid and godless society according to the standards of a civilization of hyenas." 19 Moreover,
he goes on to describe himself as the best example of the evi l inherent in a faith less world.
I became the complete twentieth-century man. I now belonged to the world in
which I lived. 1 became a true citizen of my own disgusting century: the century of
poison gas and atomic bombs. 20
He draws a line between the values of society and what he sees as the ultimate values of society. Finally, the
fact of his true citizenship in this evi l world is a living example of the power that hi s created myth must have in
order to provide meaning and redemption for himself and his readers.
In his concluding chapter, Thoreau also draws a distinct line between the values of the world and the
values of conscience lived out through the solitary life. He says that a truly "sane" person would be found in
opposition to the " most sacred laws of society." 21 He knows that the laws of society arc not necessarily, and
usually not ever, ultimate. Only through obedience to the laws of one's own being can one avoid the "quiet
desperation" of the world and still have the strength to be reborn to a realization of the essential laws of nature.
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These laws and the idea of their "natural'" place in humanity is essential to each man's regenerative
myth . In Thoreau's call for " simplicity. simplicity, simplicity!" 22 his purpose i' not to deny the validity of
pleasure per se, but to declare that the highest pleasure is found withi n ourselves. He goes on to illustrate the
Romantic idea that humanity is '"naturall y"' good and pure and that it has only been corrupted by the "oddfellow society.'· In order to purge society's influence on the individual, he suggests that we embrace o ur natural
state; that we be reborn. He underlines this with the argument that if we truly desire good for the larger world;
if we trul y desi re to return humanity "by truly Indian, botanic, or natural means," then we must, " first be as
simple and as well as Nature ourselves.'"2·' (my emphasis).
Tho ugh it may contradict the traditional Catholic doctrine of original sin , the Romantic idea of
humanity"s good and pure nature is essential to Merton"s conception of his own life. When he entered the
monastery he was not embracing a new and inhuman ideal , but simply and extraordinarily rediscovering hi s
own true nature. The idea of a separation between the true godly nature of the indi vidual and the violence and
fa ithlessness in society is presented as the first belief in his world-view.
Free by nature. in the image of God, I was nevertheless the prisoner of my own
vio lence and my own selfis hness, in the image of the world into which I was born.
That world was the picture of Hell, full of men like myself, lovi ng God and yet
hati ng Him; born to love Him, living instead in fear and hopeless self-contradictory hungers (my emphasis). 1~
At the end of his autobiography, Merton reiterates this view of human nature when he suggests how we are to
heal ourselves from the violence and fai thlessness of the world. Sounding remarkably like Thoreau, he says
that we must recover our true nature as it is God's nature. In order to heal ourselves we must learn that "at tbe
very core" we are like God in our freedom. 25
Thoreau says we must use this freedom to "wedge downward through opinion, prejudice, tradition,
and delus ion ... till we come to a hard bottom;"26 to what Merton calls the core. It is at this "point d'apput' that
both Merton and Thoreau place the foundation of their mythical construct; their story. Thi s "hard bottom" of
natural goodness and Godliness is the basis fo r Merton's seven stories without which his mountain would
crumble. Merton tells us, "I had fallen through the surface of o ld England into ... hell." 27 But, on the very next
page he offers us the basis for his own redemption. He calls up the image of Dante's "seven-circled mountain
of Purgato ry," and, being in Hell, tells us that he has begun "climbing from circle to circle."28
Early in his book Thoreau also, after describing the pond's practical advantages (i. e. the ice trade and
the railroad), begins to set in place its mythical advantages, i.e. its advantages in using it as the essence of his
world-view. He says, "Walden Pond ... offers ad vantages which it would not be good policy to divulge; it is
a good post and a good fou ndation."29 Thoreau is much more aware or at least more read y to admit that be is
turning his subjective observation into a universal mythic world-view in the writing of his autobiography. He
tell s his readers bluntly, " I am thankful that this pond was made deep and pure for a symbol." 30 Though be,
throughout the book, gives meticulous details especially on the dimensions of the pond, his myth only begins in
a factual experience of nan1re. Thoreau admits to his readers that his imagination links the facts of nature to a
uni versal myth and transforms the former into the latter. We are told, "the imagination, give it the least license,
dives deeper and soars higher than Nature goes." 31
Merton's personal experience of conversion and redemption is transformed into a more universal
story by his use of the mythical construct of the seven stories of the mountain of Purgatory. His own experience
of conversion is transformed into a much wider religious experience when he reiterates the symbol of the
mountain in the mystical flouri sh at the end of his book. Written as a statement from God (set in italics),
Merton emphasizes hi s image of the mountain when he writes, "you shall taste the true solitude of my anguish
and my poverty and I shall lead you into the high places of my joy" 32 (my emphasis). Thoreau also extends bis
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myth when he uses his imagination to link hi s own idea o f Walden to the oldest and most universal myths
around the world. His imag ination allows him and his readers to believe that "the pure Wald en water is mi ngled
with the sacred wate r of the Ganges." 33 Bo th writers. then, as Richardson says o f T horeau . are " not trying to
discuss modem myth, but to make it,"34 and make it by connecting it to traditio n.

If these writers are each making a new myth and not si mply "discussi ng" the various re ligio us and
spiritual traditions around them, what do they o ffer the reader ei ther at the peak of the mountain or a t the depths
of the pond? More specifically, what is it a bout each one's myth that provides meaning an d purpose? And
fi nally, how do these particular m yths come together to connect Merton and Tho reau as myth makers?
As mentioned above, these writers construct their myths fro m their partic ular positio ns in life (Menon
has just entered the monastery and Thoreau has left the woods). In addition to this d ivergence in perspective.
the vocabularies they use in writing a bout thei r respective myths are also different. Although the essence of
what they "see" is very s imi lar, the difference in their use of language arises fro m a larger difference in perspective. Merton 's world-view is essentially re lig io us. at tim es even exc lus ively Catho lic . Though regretting this
position later in his life. he says firmly in The Seven Storey Mou111ai11, "There [is] only o n Faith , o ne Church."35
Thoreau 's world-view. though label-resisting, is pantheistic and he tell s us a ppro priately in his journal. "I am a
mystic, a transcendentalist. and a natural phi losopher."36
The best evidence of their difference in language is found when each writer describes what he sees as
the core of one's nature. Merton puts forth the idea of the ·'breath o f grace," while Thoreau introduces the idea
of "vital heal." Looking at the context in w hich these phrases were pl aced in their respective books. the
perspective o f each writer becom es evident. When Merton places the idea of the "breath of grace" al the peak
of his m o untain, making it the essence of his m yth, he also frames the idea in re ligious language. T his is very
appropriate as his entire myth is bo rn out o f the goal of religious. and especially Christian Cathol ic. redemp·
tion. Tho reau, being the pantheist, also uses language that is appro priate to his perspective. T he idea of "vital
heat" is introduced early in Walden as an atte mpt to locate humanity's true needs in relation to nature. Si nce hi s
myth has been built fro m a mystical awakening to the natural world, the idea of a "vital heat" that connects this
world to the indi vidual emphasizes his myth.
A lthough Merton ·s idea o f the " breath of grace,. and Thoreau's idea of "vital heat" do show that they
use diffe rent languages in describing their regeneration, these ideas are also iron ically the best evidence of the
connectio n between Merton and Thoreau as myth makers. Thi s is evident when we notice that the re l igio u ~
redemption and the pantheistic awakening that follow from these respective ideas are essentially d ifferent
expressions of the same idea. Thoreau suppo rts this connection when he writes. " I s uppose that what in other
men is relig ion is in me love of nature.''37 In order to discover the true virtuous natu re of humanity (to achieve
regeneration), the indiv idual must either climb the mountain or dive into the pond . This original nature must be
recovered , but si nce it is already w ithin our breasts th is recovery cannot be a search "out there" for someth ing
new. It can only be an act of preservatio n of what is " in here."
Both Merto n and T horeau want the ir readers to realiLe that their true nature is already alive within
chem. they just have to discover it. But, once they discover it they m ust work 10 preserve it. They understand
that when individuals lose touch w ith thei r true virtue. society's laws begin to govern their li\es. And, when
this virtue is ignored and perverted by society, the breath and heat which give it li fe are depleted. Merton,
speaking in his language and fro m hi s particular myth. wants individuals to " put up a struggle to keep the
brea th of gr ace alive in their souls"38 (my emphasis). Thoreau. speaking in his particular vernac ular. sees the
virtuous ind ividual in much the same way: one who struggles "to preserve [lhe] h igher and poetic facu lt ies:·'q
one who struggles "to reiain the vital heaf'-'O (my emphasis).
Since this heat and breath are alread y with in us the only way to gain. or more accurate ly regain.
virtue is through s impl icity · through deni al. In The Seven Srorey Mountain, Merton gives us a wonderful
image w hich helps us sec beyond o ur usual aversion lo denial. When he entered the monastery and saw the
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gates close behind him he described himself as now being, "enclosed in the four walls of my new freedom.' 041
Goethe, a favorite writer of Thoreau's and someone who Merton read at least tangentially, has a similar conception of denial.
To live within limits, to want one thing, or a very few things, very much and love
them dearly, cling to them, ... become one with them - that is what makes the
poet, the artist, the human bei ng.'2 (my emphasis)
For him the task of denial was something that was not reserved for the poet and artist, but the calling of every
individual human being. Like Merton, who saw his own denial as the way to true freedom and virtue, Goethe
sees denial as a means to a truly happy life with love and oneness; not as an end in itself.
For Merton and Thoreau such denial allows them to preserve their breath and heat so they can redeem and awaken their true virtue. This idea of virtue through denial is illustrated in each writer's belief in the
need for voluntary poverty. Thoreau praises a simple life primarily because it allows him "to get his living
honestly, with freedom left for proper pursuits."41 For Thoreau, proper pursuits are those universal goals found
in hi s vast international and timeless reading which he has linked to his own international and timeless experience at Walden Po nd. He believes that "voluntary poverty" is the only vantage point from which one can see
that " most of the luxuries, and many of the so called comfo rts of life, are ... positi ve hindrances to the elevation
of mankind_.....,
But. his and Merton's conception of voluntary poverty has power in transforming the way one sees
the world. Merton agrees with Thoreau's stateme nt that a simple li fe allows one to "get ... free from all the
habits and lux uries that people in the world think they need for their comfort and amusement." But, he also
says that simplicity transfom1s o ne '~ vision by putting one's will in order and one's soul "in harmony with itself
and with God.'' •5 Thoreau agrees, saying that the de liberate, solitary, and s imple life transfomlS mere individual experience into mythic universal experience.
In proportion as he simplifies his life, the laws of the universe will appear less
complex. and solitude will not be solitude. nor poverty poverty, nor weakness weakness.46
Returning to my original statement that these men recognized the imperative of sharing the ir vision
by giving an account of their lives to their "kindred [inJ a distant land,"47 it is important that, in this sharing
there is also a desire to bring others into the light of redemption and awakening. Though it is more obvious in
Merton's Catholic particularism, both writers purposefu lly went beyond the obligation of communication in
order to truly evangelize their readers. And, thoug h the rhetoric of a solitary life lived apart from the " mass of
men," is very strong in both auto biographies, they always stayed in contact with the larger world. It is interesting that both men began to feel restless after a number of years away from the world. They fe lt that they "had
more lives to live,"48 and needed to preserve a connection to the world, if not always in body; in mind and word.
Merton recognizes his own need to connect with the world in The Seven Storey Mountain when he
relates the teachings of Saint Thomas, "there are three vocations: the active life, the contemplative life and a
third which is a mixture of both, and this is superior to the other two."49 The individual subjective experience
that Merton has had is not enough. He equates the breath of grace within him to "a love that must communicate what it knows of God to others." 50 From Merton 's perspective he has ended his journey in the world and
embarked on a new one. But, as he finds out while in the monastery, he has brought the world with him and
realizes, reluctantly, that his vocation is to "remember all those souls in the world. . .. [I] did not come here
alone:·si
Thoreau, being a "sojourner" in the world again, has the responsibility and the almost evangelical
desire, as Merton says, "to pass the fruits of [hisl contempl ation on to others.''52 He admits that the purpose of
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his writing is not personal. but essentially social and universal: ··if only to wake my neighbor up."~ 1 The
mythic and romantic quality of his story is a choice.
If there are any who think that I am vainglorious. that I set myself up above others
and crow over their low estate, let me tell them that I could tell a pitiful story
respecting myself as well as them ... I could encourage them with a sufficient list
of fai lures, and could flow as humbly as the very gutters. H
He is telling a story when he writes Walden; a story that represents himself, and. at the same time. the outside
world. He is very aware that he is not deep in the rain-forests of Ecuador. separated, cut-off from the world, but
he does not desire to be. He. like Merton and Saint Thomas. chooses the third and higher vocation to a life of
contemplation and action. He says this early in Walden, '"it would be ~ome advantage to live a primitive and
frontie r life, though in the midst of an outwar d civilization•·55 (my emphasis).
In dedicating themselves to this third vocation, Merton and Thoreau find that it is a higher calling
only because it is a harder calli ng. There always exists in them a healthy ambi valence to the idea of their own
vocation, and the fact that they never reconcile this ambivalence comributes greatly to their genius. Merton
describes the struggle between Fr. Louis Merton. the monk, and Thomas Merton, the writer. He ~ay~. "there
was this shadow, this double, this writer who had fo llowed me into the cloister... He rejects this other side to
himself wanting to be cut off. separate. and alone. He says this shadow "is s upposed to be dead ...~ But, he
begins Lo accept that his vocation will not allow him to separate contemplation from action. or deny one and
accept the other. He knows that. ··my double. my shadow. my enemy. Thomas Merton. the old man of the sea.
has things in his favor. "H
This split is recogni zed, accepted and even celebrated by Thoreau in Walden with the appropriate use
of natural metaphors. Speaking of his bean-field, an image of hi s own life. he says,
Mine was. as it were. the connecting link between the wild and cultivated fields: as
som e states are civilized. and others half-civilized. and other savage or barbarous.
so my field was, though not in a bad sense. a half-culti vated fie ld."
Thoreau also describes this balance between the wild and the civilized by using the ··shadow" metaphor that
Merton uses above, and he even extrapolates a bit to emphasize the fi ctional qualicy of the story of his life,
However intense my experience. I am conscious of the pre encc and criticism of a
part of me, which. as it were, is not a part of me. but spectaior, sharing no experience. but taking note of it; ... When the play. it may be the tragedy. of life is over.
the spectator goes his way. It was a kind of fiction. a work of the imaginati on
only.~~

Thoreau knows that '"the outward and inward of life correspond.""'' and \\hat Richardson says of his i"> equally
as important for Merton.
Thoreau never '"solved.. the contradiction between the urge to a contemplati' e spiritual life and the impulse to an active physical existence; indeed part of his greatness comes fro m his com.tant effort 10 do justice to both impulses."'
It is this tension between the inner and the outer. the" riter and the liver. the indi' idual and society.
and finall). the ideal and the real. that gi,es these Merton and Thoreau's Ji, es a mythic quali!). In using their
imagination to transform their inner individual experiences into universal myth. they recognize the importance
of both ends of this struggle. They knO\\ that their myths survi\e on!) in keep111g alive a dialogue between the
inner ideal and the outer reality. Finall). they J..no" thac only through such a dialogue can their personal ideal
effect and even transform the uni versal reality.
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Thoreau sees this dialogue taking place between the natural world and the individual. He understands that through the experience of nature one can come to know and begin to preserve the "vital heat" within
oneself. He says in his journal,
whether he wakes or sleeps, whether he runs or walks, whether he uses a microscope or a telescope, or hi s naked eye, a man never discovers anything ... but
himself.62
Merton takes this a little fu rther in hi s A sian J o urnal, emphasizing that the "breath of grace" is already within
us and that it is this breath that connects us with others; the individual with society; and the ideal with the real,
the deepest level of communication is not communication, but communion ... Not
that we discover a new unity. We discover a n older unity. My dear brothers, we
are already one. But we imagine that we are not. And what we have to recover is
our orig inal unity. What we have to be is what we are.63
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